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Bringing you the latest in 
the grain markets to keep 

you connected to your   
cooperative 

The risk of loss in trading futures and/or options is substantial and each investor and/or trader must consider whether this is 
a suitable investment.  Past performance, whether actual or indicated by simulated historical tests of strategies, is not     

indicative of future results.  We do not guarantee that such information is accurate or complete and it should not be relied 
upon as such.  Trading advice reflects our good faith judgment at a specific time and is subject to change without              

notice.  There is no guarantee that the advice we give will result in profitable trades. 

report Summary 
Lane Avenatti 

Corn: 
This report had quite a bit of changes in it, but when looking at the corn market it didn’t change a 

whole lot from pre-report. At the time of writing this, the market is down roughly two cents on old 

crop and up a penny on new crop. First, let’s unpack what happened domestically.  

One of the big changes was an increase in harvested acres, that number was 85.4 million bushels, 

a .315 increase from the December WASDE report. Yield remained constant at 177 bpa. This put our total production 

at 15.115 billion bushels, which is over 1 billion more than last harvest. Along with this, we saw a 75 mbu increase on 

ethanol use. The increase in ethanol was counter-acted by a decrease of 75 mbu in exports. Both of those numbers 

were no real surprise. The surprise came in the increase in ending carryout numbers, which was increased to 1.54 

bbu. This was 68 mbu higher than the average trade estimate. The credit for the increase of carryout can solely be 

given to the increase in production. The carryout to use ratio increased to 10.4%, while the average farm price      

remained at $5.45. December 1st grain stocks were as expected at 11.6 billion bushels. The domestic part of this   

report tends to lean bearish. Although the domestic portion of this report was bearish, the world numbers leaned 

towards bullish. When looking at world carryout, we saw a lower-than-expected number at 303.07 mmt, which is 

2.47 mmt lower than December. The drop in the world carryout number can be credited to Brazil. Brazil’s production 

was lowered to 115 mmt, a 3 mmt decrease from December. Overall, after taking in consideration both domestic and 

world numbers, this report was neutral. 
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report Summary 
Tanner saltsgaver 

Beans: 
If you missed it today was report day. While it was greatly anticipated it was nice to see no large surprises and 

crazy price action. The day ended with the Bean market up 12 cents both old and new crop. We will see if past 

trends follow suit with continued follow through the next couple days.  

The bean market seen a slight yield increase to 51.4 bushel. The world ending stocks was the number to pay 

attention to and the report number came in in at the bottom of pre report estimates at 95.2mmt. Average trade estimates were 

at 100mmt. USDA’s December report at world stocks at 102mmt.  

Attention will now turn to South American weather market. The forecast has been extremely hot and dry, but rains are          

forecasted over the next 5 to 10 days. Record acres were planted but aggressive production cuts were made to Brazil, Argy, and 

Paraguay in this report amounting to 9.5mmt.  

South Americas weather and production along with export announcements will continue to lead the way until we get closer in 

the US to making final decisions on acres and planting.  
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report Summary 

 

January WASDE US S&D Numbers 

Planted Harvested Yield CARRYOUT CARRY/USE 
Ave Farm 
Price/bu 

Corn 21/22 93.4 85.4 177 1,540 10.40% $5.45  

Beans 21/22 87.2 86.3 51.4 350 8.00% $12.60  


